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Background: Proton pencil beam (PB) dose calculation algorithms have limited accuracy within
heterogeneous tissues of lung cancer patients, which may be addressed by modern commercial Monte Carlo
(MC) algorithms. We investigated clinical pencil beam scanning (PBS) dose differences between PB and
MC-based treatment planning for lung cancer patients.
Methods: With IRB approval, a comparative dosimetric analysis between RayStation MC and PB dose
engines was performed on ten patient plans. PBS gantry plans were generated using single-field optimization
technique to maintain target coverage under range and setup uncertainties. Dose differences between PBoptimized (PBopt), MC-recalculated (MCrecalc), and MC-optimized (MCopt) plans were recorded for the
following region-of-interest metrics: clinical target volume (CTV) V95, CTV homogeneity index (HI), total
lung V20, total lung VRX (relative lung volume receiving prescribed dose or higher), and global maximum
dose. The impact of PB-based and MC-based planning on robustness to systematic perturbation of range
(±3% density) and setup (±3 mm isotropic) was assessed. Pairwise differences in dose parameters were
evaluated through non-parametric Friedman and Wilcoxon sign-rank testing.
Results: In this ten-patient sample, CTV V95 decreased significantly from 99–100% for PBopt to 77–94%
for MCrecalc and recovered to 99–100% for MCopt (P<10−5). The median CTV HI (D95/D5) decreased
from 0.98 for PBopt to 0.91 for MCrecalc and increased to 0.95 for MCopt (P<10−3). CTV D95 robustness
to range and setup errors improved under MCopt (ΔD95 =−1%) compared to MCrecalc (ΔD95 =−6%,
P=0.006). No changes in lung dosimetry were observed for large volumes receiving low to intermediate
doses (e.g., V20), while differences between PB-based and MC-based planning were noted for small volumes
receiving high doses (e.g., VRX). Global maximum patient dose increased from 106% for PBopt to 109% for
MCrecalc and 112% for MCopt (P<10−3).
Conclusions: MC dosimetry revealed a reduction in target dose coverage under PB-based planning that
was regained under MC-based planning along with improved plan robustness. MC-based optimization and
dose calculation should be integrated into clinical planning workflows of lung cancer patients receiving
actively scanned proton therapy.
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Introduction
Proton pencil beam scanning (PBS) is an advanced delivery
mode of proton therapy which is used to effectively treat
a multitude of oncologic disease sites (1). Lung cancer,
particularly in the setting of locally advanced disease, is
increasingly treated with PBS and presents many technical
challenges during treatment planning, including respiratory
motion-induced interplay effects (2,3) as well as tissue
density heterogeneities within and proximal to the target
volume (4). Traditionally, standard-of-care treatment
planning for lung lesions with proton therapy has relied on
analytical pencil beam (PB) dose calculation algorithms (5)
across commercial treatment planning platforms. Many
of these PB analytical algorithms are based on the works
of Hong et al. (6) and Schaffner et al. (7), which offer fast
and efficient computation but come at the cost of reduced
proton beam dose calculation accuracy in the presence of
complex geometries comprised of heterogeneous tissue
interfaces (8). Variations in dosimetry from different proton
therapy dose calculation algorithms can have downstream
effects on tumor control probability and normal tissue
complication rates (9).
Recently, RaySearch Laboratories (Stockholm, Sweden)
released a Monte Carlo (MC) dose calculation algorithm
RayStation version 6.0TM (RS6) treatment planning system (10).
The inclusion of MC in commercial treatment planning
systems beyond in-house solutions (11) opens the door for
clinical use and offers the promise of increased accuracy
in dose calculation for complex disease sites such as lung
lesions. Previous studies on MC dosimetry for small
proton fields (12), as well as comparisons of PB versus
MC dosimetry, have been limited to dose calculation in
phantoms (13-16). Investigators characterized a range of
dose calculation errors for different phantom materials and
geometric configurations, but did not explicitly evaluate
dosimetric effects on clinical patient data. Increased
understanding of the impact of MC-based clinical treatment
planning for lung cancer patients relative to PB-based
planning could reveal key tradeoffs in plan quality and
establish realistic goals for proton dosimetry.
Advanced Proton Beam Dosimetry Part I provided
a review of the PB and MC proton dose calculation
algorithms and presented examples of dose differences
in heterogeneous phantoms. In Part II of this series, we
investigate MC-based PBS treatment planning for lung
cancer patients by evaluating dose differences between RS6
PB and RS6 MC algorithms. The retrospective analysis
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of ten lung cancer patients treated with PBS addresses the
following points: (I) difference in dose to targets and organs
at risk (OARs) when PB-optimized (PBopt) treatment plans
are re-calculated with MC; (II) difference in dose to targets
and OARs between PBopt and MC-optimized (MCopt)
treatment plans; and (III) difference in robustness to setup
and range uncertainties between MC-calculated perturbed
treatment plans and MC-optimized perturbed treatment
plans.
Methods
Patient cohort
Following approval from the Institutional Review Board
at the University of Washington, treatment planning data
from ten patients diagnosed with lung cancer who received
definitive proton PBS thoracic therapy were reviewed
and analyzed. Five patients presented with a variety of
etiologies (small/non-small cell lung cancer), stages II–III,
and treatment modality combinations (adjuvant radiation,
con cur r en t ch emor adiation ). Th e r emaini ng f i ve
patients were prospectively enrolled onto a phase I/II
trial (NCT02773238) of functional lung avoidance (17)
with strict eligibility criteria: stage IIB–IIIB non-small
cell lung cancer, ECOG 0-1, radiation and chemotherapy
naïve, concurrent chemoradiation to at least 60 Gy [relative
biological effectiveness (RBE)] in 30 fractions, and standards
for lung, liver, and renal function. Across all ten patients,
tumor volumes ranged from 81 to 637 cc with a median
of 261 cc and all treatment targets contained regions of
heterogeneity characterized by lung-tissue interfaces.
Simulation technique
Patient treatment simulation was performed through a freebreathing acquisition of 4D computed tomographic (4DCT)
images on a GE Optima CT580 scanner (GE Healthcare,
Waukesha, WI, USA) with 120 kVp, variable tube current,
and 2.5 mm slice thickness technique. Respiratory traces
were recorded by the AZ 733V Respiratory Gating
SystemTM (Anzai Medical Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) platform
consisting of a pressure sensor belt. 4DCT data were binned
into ten equally spaced phases across the patient respiratory
cycle. The total vector target motion was evaluated to be
less than 1.0 cm in all cases, and did not require further
motion mitigation strategies such as abdominal compression.
Rather, a motion-encompassing treatment planning strategy
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was employed via construction of an internal target volume
in combination with volumetric rescanning (18) to dampen
the interplay between scanning magnet motion and tumor
motion frequencies.
Treatment planning and optimization parameters
DICOM CT data were imported into RS6 and PBS
treatment plans were optimized for dose calculation on
4DCT phase-averaged images. PBS gantry treatment plans
of 1–2 beams (2–4 beams with 2× volumetric rescanning)
were generated using single-field robust optimization to
maintain target coverage under perturbed conditions of 3%
range and 3 mm setup uncertainty. Prescriptions consisted
of definitive proton beam therapy regimens with curative
intent, ranging from 60–66.6 Gy (RBE) in 1.8–2.0 Gy (RBE)
per fraction using an average RBE of 1.1. Additional beam
computation settings used for PB and MC optimization
included RS6 default energy layer spacing and spot spacing
parameters based on energy-dependent pristine Bragg peak
width and energy-dependent spot size. A lateral margin of
up to 1.0 cm was used for spot placement around the target
and all optimizations were carried out on a 2 mm calculation
grid for 200 iterations (nominal). A sampling history of
10,000 ions/spot was enforced for MC optimization and
final MC dose was computed using a sufficient number
of ions to yield 0.5% statistical uncertainty across the
target. All PB and MC plans were normalized such that
the prescribed dose covered 95% of the planning target
volumes.
Dosimetric and statistical analysis
PBS single field optimization was first carried out using RS6
PB v4.0 (PBopt) to achieve clinical goals for target coverage
and dose to OAR in compliance with the current standard
of care. PBopt treatment plans were then re-calculated
using RS6 MC v4.0 [MC-recalculated (MCrecalc)] without
modification to PBS energy layers, spot positions, and
spot intensity distributions. Lastly, while maintaining the
same optimization parameters and field-specific energy
layers, spot positions and spot intensities were reset and reoptimized using RS6 MC v4.0 (MCopt). Dose differences
between PBopt, MCrecalc and MCopt treatment plans
were recorded for the following plan metrics: clinical target
volume (CTV) V95, CTV homogeneity index (HI), total
lung V20, total lung VRX (relative volume of lung receiving
the prescribed dose or higher), and global maximum dose.
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Pairwise differences in planned dose and dose-volume
parameters between PBopt, MCrecalc, and MCopt were
evaluated with a non-parametric Friedman test.
Perturbed dose distributions were generated for the
evaluation of treatment plan robustness to setup and range
uncertainties. Perturbation scenarios consisted of under/
over-ranging beams by scaling the CT density by +/−3%
and shifting beam isocenters +/−3 mm in the medial/
lateral (x), superior/inferior (y) and anterior/posterior
(z) directions. For simplicity, two representative worstcase dose perturbations scenarios were defined under the
following conditions: +3%, x+3 mm, y+3 mm, z+3 mm and
−3%, x−3 mm, y−3 mm, z−3 mm. Perturbed doses were
generated for MCrecalc and MCopt treatment beams.
Pairwise differences between MCrecalc and MCopt
perturbed dose distributions were evaluated with a nonparametric Wilcoxon sign-rank test.
Results
Figure 1 illustrates isodose distributions overlaid on a
patient planning CT under three planned dose conditions:
PBopt (A), MCrecalc (B) and MCopt (C). Tissue
inhomogeneity increases the spread in range from the
posterior beam direction in the MCrecalc dose distribution
(B), which has the effect of pulling isodose lines back (i.e.,
decreasing range) through bone/tissue/air. Dose shadowing
of proton beam paths beyond bone is more pronounced in
MCrecalc (B) compared to PBopt (A). This under-ranging
is corrected in the MCopt plan (C), though the distal edge
features more lateral dose inhomogeneity than the PBopt
plan (A). Figure 1D is a plot of the corresponding DVH
for the CTV (green) and lung (blue). There is a substantial
drop in CTV coverage in the MCrecalc plan (dotted line)
that is recovered in the MCopt plan (dashed line), while
no significant differences in lung dose-volume histogram
(DVH) are observed. Figure 1E shows a line dose profile
across the center of the target for the three treatment plans.
While there is reasonable dosimetric agreement at the level
of the patient midplane (i.e., mediastinum), there is lower
dose through the tissue/air interface in the MCrecalc profile
(dotted line) compared to the PBopt (solid line) and MCopt
(dashed line) profiles.
Table 1 lists dose differences to the total lung and CTV
between the PBopt, MCrecalc and MCopt treatment plans.
In this ten-patient sample, CTV V95 ranged from 99%
to 100% with a median of 100% for PBopt plans. Under
MCrecalc, CTV V95 ranged from 77% to 94% with a
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Figure 1 Stage III non-small cell lung cancer patient planned for proton pencil beam scanning therapy using three techniques: clinically
approved analytical pencil beam (PB) optimization and calculation (A), PB optimization and Monte Carlo (MC) re-calculation (B), MC
optimization and calculation (C). The upper row shows the dose distributions (rainbow isodose lines) for each planning technique overlaid
on the planning CT and clinical target volume (CTV, green-filled contour). The bottom row shows the DVH for CTV (green) and lung (blue)
(D) and line dose profiles (E) for each of the three techniques (solid line: PB opt + calc, dotted line: PB opt + MC calc, dashed line: MC
opt + calc). DVH, dose-volume histogram; opt, optimized; calc, recalculated.

median of 90%, which was a statistically significant drop in
target coverage relative to PBopt (P<10−5). Under MCopt,
CTV V95 ranged from 99% to 100% with a median of
100%, constituting a significant recovery in target coverage
(P<10−5). MC treatment plans showed a reduction of dose
homogeneity within the target volume. The median CTV
HI (D95/D5) was 0.98 for PBopt, 0.91 for MCrecalc and
0.95 for MCopt (P<10 −3). Total lung V20 distributions
were not statistically different among dose calculation
and optimization scenarios, with median V20 within 2%
between PBopt (25%), MCrecalc (25%) and MCopt (27%),
P=0.27. Median lung VRX (i.e., percentage of lung receiving
prescription dose or higher) was 7%, 1% and 8% for PBopt,
MCrecalc and MCopt, respectively (P<10−3), indicating
a reduction in lung volume receiving high dose when
recalculated with MC. Lastly, the global maximum patient
dose increased from a median value of 106% for PBopt to
109% and 112% for MCrecalc and MCopt, respectively
(P<10−3), for fixed levels of MC statistical uncertainty.
Given the inaccuracies of PB dosimetry, summarized
numerically in Table 1, robustness evaluation was restricted
to plans utilizing MC dosimetry. Table 2 shows delta values
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representing the change in CTV D95 and global max dose
for MCrecalc and MCopt treatment plans following range
and isocentric setup perturbations: +3% density/underrange, x+3 mm, y+3 mm, z+3 mm and −3% density/overrange, x−3mm, y−3mm, z−3mm. Median change under
perturbation in CTV D95 was −6% and −1% for MCrecalc
and MCopt plans, respectively, which represented a
statistically significant improvement in plan robustness
when optimizing with MC (P=0.006). Change in global
maximum dose under perturbation was not statistically
different between MCrecalc and MCopt plans (P=0.100),
suggesting that this parameter was most influenced by
statistical noise present in both planning scenarios.
Discussion
Advanced Proton Beam Dosimetry Part I demonstrated that
analytic algorithms lack proton dose calculation accuracy in
highly heterogeneous tissues typically encountered during
the treatment of lung cancer. Saini et al. (16) benchmarked
the RS6 PB and MC dose calculation algorithms with
measurements and found that MC provided superior
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Table 1 CTV V95, CTV homogeneity index (HI), total lung V20, total lung VRX and max point dose for ten previously treated lung patients
calculated with PB and MC
Dosimetric parameters

Pencil beam: optimized

Monte Carlo: recalculated

Monte Carlo: optimized

Friedman P value

Median

Range

Median

Range

Median

Range

100%

99–100%

90%

77–94%

100%

99–100%

<10−5

CTV HI (D95/D5)

0.98

0.95–1.00

0.91

0.87–0.94

0.95

0.94–0.98

<10−3

Total lung V20

25%

15–35%

25%

16–34%

27%

20–37%

0.27

Total lung VRX

7%

2–11%

1%

0–6%

8%

3–11%

<10−3

106%

101–113%

109%

104–122%

112%

105–121%

<10−3

CTV V95

Global max dose

CTV, clinical target volume; PB, pencil beam; MC, Monte Carlo.

Table 2 Change in CTV D95 and global maximum dose under the following perturbed scenarios relative to the nominal plan: +3%
density/under-range, x+3 mm, y+3 mm, z+3 mm and −3% density/over-range, x−3mm, y−3mm, z−3mm
Perturbed dosimetric parameters (3%/3 mm)
ΔCTV D95
ΔGlobal max dose

Monte Carlo: recalculated

Monte Carlo: optimized

Wilcoxon sign-rank P value

Median

Range

Median

Range

−6%

−9%, −2%

−1%

−2%, 0%

0.006

2%

−3%, 8%

1%

−3%, 6%

0.100

CTV, clinical target volume.

accuracy, especially in heterogeneous media. Similarly, Lin
et al. (19) benchmarked the Eclipse Acuros PTTM (Varian
Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA) MC algorithm. In this clinical
planning study, analysis of lung cancer patient treatment
plans optimized with a commercial PB algorithm and
subsequently recalculated with a commercial MC algorithm
demonstrated a median decrease of 10% in CTV V95.
These results are in line with recent findings by Taylor
et al. (15), in which measurements from anthropomorphic
lung phantom data concluded that use of analytic dose
algorithms underdosed target centers by an average of
7%. Our recalculated MC planning results are likewise
congruent with those of Schuemann et al. (20,21), in
which they observed decreases of 11% in tumor control
probability of lung cancer from MC dosimetry of analytic
PB-optimized plans. While these investigations detailed
the deficiencies in PB algorithms, they did not address the
impact of MC-based optimization on planned dosimetry of
lung cancer patients.
While a reduction in target dose was observed when
recalculating with MC, CTV coverage under MC-based
plan optimization was statistically similar to that achieved
in the original PB-based optimization. This illustrates that
when moving from PB to MC dosimetry, target coverage
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is lost but can be regained when MC optimization is
used. A similar drop in dose homogeneity between PBopt
(CTV HI =0.98) and MCrecalc plans (CTV HI =0.91)
was observed. Unlike target coverage however, dose
homogeneity is not fully restored when MC optimization is
employed (CTV HI =0.95). Similar target coverage in lung
lesions can be expected when optimizing with PB and MC
with the caveat of reduced dose homogeneity under MCbased treatment planning.
Differences in normal lung tissue dosimetry were less
pronounced for large volumes receiving low/moderate dose
but similar in magnitude for small volumes receiving high
dose compared to differences in target dosimetry. Total lung
V20 remained within 2% deviation across the three dose
calculation techniques, and similar trends were observed
for V10 and V5 (data not shown). Dose differences in VRX
exhibited a similar trend as CTV coverage across dose
calculation techniques. Moving from PB to MCrecalc,
VRX was reduced from 7% to 1% but increased back up to
8% under MC plan optimization. High-dose lung regions
proximal to targets and tissue interfaces were most affected
by differences in dose calculation algorithm. This trend
held true for other OAR, though their nominal dosimetry
was highly specific to patient anatomic geometry and tumor
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size/location (data not shown). For example, cases in which
the spinal cord was a dose-limiting structure produced
large variability in maximum dose between PB and MC
algorithms.
Analysis of median global maximum dose showed an
increase from 106% to 109% for PBopt and MCrecalc
plans, and a further increase to 112% for MC-optimized
plans. However, it should be noted that MC calculation
statistical uncertainty can impact maximum point doses.
As a fixed statistical uncertainty of 0.5% was used in this
study, maximum dose may have been decreased further in
some cases by shrinking statistical uncertainty. Increasing
the simulated number of ions and their particle interaction
histories can improve the precision of MC dose calculation
at the expense of increased calculation time.
Unfavorable tradeoffs between dosimetric precision and
computational efficiency have historically challenged the
clinical adoption of MC-based proton therapy planning.
Modern computing and parallelizable optimization on
graphical processing units (GPU) recently opened the door
to a new era of commercial MC proton therapy planning.
Despite these advances, planning times for lung cancer
treatments using MC optimization are typically 3–5 times
longer than using PB optimization, and can exceed 10
times longer in duration for complex robust optimization
scenarios. Continued advances in computational hardware
and software to speed up optimization and dose calculation
times are likely to diminish the impact of this treatment
planning tradeoff in the near future.
Interestingly, robustness analysis revealed differences in
perturbed dosimetry between MCrecalc and MC-optimized
planning conditions. Plans that were robustly optimized
with PB algorithms and recalculated with MC algorithm
had a median change in CTV D95 of −6% under 3%/3 mm
perturbed dose scenarios, while plans robustly optimized
with MC algorithms had a negligible median change of
−1%. This indicates that although robust optimization was
employed in all dose calculations, treatment plans optimized
with PB were more sensitive to range and setup uncertainty
than plans optimized with MC. This is especially relevant
for isocentric setup perturbations that are orthogonal to
an air/tissue/bone interface for any beams directed parallel
to the interface. Under these conditions, PBopt plans
inaccurately estimate lateral dosimetry from an infinite slab
approximation for each PB and consequently fail to build
in robust margins, whereas MC-optimized plans account
for this dosimetric uncertainty by accurately estimating
lateral spread along the interface from individual particle
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interactions. Unlike target coverage, global maximum
dose showed no difference between MCrecalc and MCoptimized plans, which suggests that the effect of robust
optimization algorithm was smaller compared to the effect
of statistical MC uncertainty on point doses.
Work presented in this study provided dosimetric
evaluations of MC-based plans for lung proton PBS
treatments. However, further analyses were constrained
by several limitations. First, the cohort was limited to ten
patients and future work in this area could be extended to a
larger lung patient population, including subgroup analysis
by disease stage, tumor location, magnitude of tumor
motion, and beam configuration. Furthermore, while all
patients in this study received definitive lung cancer proton
beam therapy, the size and location of target volumes
across the cohort varied substantially. This variation in
target size and location caused a correspondingly high
degree of variability in dose to OARs across all patients.
For this reason, critical OARs exhibiting high variability
and null dose in some patients such as the heart, esophagus,
spinal cord and brachial plexus were excluded from the
analysis. Finally, patient dose calculation/optimization was
performed on the 4DCT average and not on individual
respiratory phase-sorted images, which could yield
variations in the reported results. Future work integrating
robust MC optimization under perturbation of intrafraction tumor motion, by calculating four-dimensional
MC dose distributions (22) on time-weighted phases of the
4DCT while accounting for PBS respiratory-synchronized
delivery timing, could prove valuable in improving lung
proton therapy safety and efficacy. Finally, it should be
noted that all clinical data to date published in proton beam
radiotherapy for lung cancer have utilized PB algorithms
and thus far a decrement in local control with protons
relative to photons has not been observed (23,24).
Conclusions
A retrospective analysis of lung cancer patient PBS
treatment plans demonstrated deficiencies in target
coverage under PB planning with MC dosimetry, which
were successfully resolved under MC planning. Robust
optimization with MC planning had reduced sensitivity
to range and setup perturbations compared to robust
optimization with PB planning. In light of these findings,
we strongly advocate for the widespread clinical adoption
of MC-based treatment planning of lung cancer patients
receiving scanned proton beam therapy.
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